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Information privacy is dominated by the legal [4] and philosophical [2]
domains. However as privacy is a pervasive aspect of software development
suprisingly little has been made in terms of linking together legal and soft-
ware engineering terminology and semantics [3].

We divide the work into a number of areas: Firstly individual termino-
logical/ontological structures are presented which include schemes for de-
scribing usage, purpose, jurisdiction, provenance and other privacy related
structures.

Secondly we concentrate on the the notion of information type: specif-
ically to describe the semantics of database content as a differentiator be-
tween machine types and the implied meanings associated with the names
of database fields - a common source of miscomprehension.

Thirdly we present structures for describing requirements across the var-
ious levels of development abstraction and their link with risk description
and evaluation [1] and outline a notions of refinement and retrenchment
related to the software-privacy engineering process.

Fourthly we present an ontological structure that links together the
above aspects to ground the notion of information and information flow.
This is coupled with a demonstration of how terms such as PII can similarly
be grounded in our ontological structures and even further to mathematical
concepts such as entropy which provide a semantics to notions of identifia-
bility.

Finally we describe our experiences of utilising standardised terminol-
ogy/ontology relevant and understandable to both privacy-legal and privacy-
engineering communities within the software engineering process.
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